Euro Velo 10, 11 and 13 in Finland

Current situation
- Based on the national cycle routes
- Not yet signposted
- Marked on the coming (2011) cycling maps
- 26.4.2011 signposting workshop in Helsinki
  - together with Jens-Erik and Rein
  - road administration, municipalities etc.
  - Target: upgrade the signing system
- Signposting of EuroVelo 10 as a pilot
- EuroVelo 13 / Iron Curtain Trail
  - development through ongoing ICT-project
- Promising project and results
  - “Archipedalo” connected to EV 10
  - Turku and Ahvenanmaa archipelago
  - in some routes 24% of all vehicles are cycles
- New tools and challenges
  - National recommendations to cycle tourism products and routes (Finnish Tourist Board)
    - distance between accommodation 30-50 km
    - Remarkable sights max. 10 km from the route
    - Starting and ending to airport, railway station or regular operated bus-station
- EuroVelo – coordination resources